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Abstract

This paper reports on extensions that have been made
to the DRESUN testbed for research on distributed
situation assessment �DSA�� These extensions involve
issues that have arisen in modeling the beliefs of other
agents when dealing with inter�agent communication
of incomplete and con�icting evidence� and evidence
at multiple levels of abstraction� The extensions sup�
port highly directed exchanges of evidence among
agents because they better represent the uncertainties
that occur when DRESUN agents exchange incom�
plete and con�icting information� This is important
in FA�C systems because agents must share results in
order to satisfy their local goals as well as the overall
system goals� Thus� sharing must be done e	ciently
for an FA�C approach to be e
ective� These issues
will arise in any distributed problem solving applica�
tion involving interacting subproblems� when agents
must function without complete and up�to�date infor�
mation�

Introduction

The functionally accurate� cooperative �FAC�
paradigm for distributed problem solving �Lesser �
Corkill ����� Lesser ����� was proposed for applica�
tions in which tasks are naturally distributed but in
which the distributed subproblems are not indepen�
dently solvable
 In the FAC approach� agents pro�
duce tentative� partial results based on local informa�
tion and then exchange these results with the other
agents
 The constraints that exist among the agents�
subproblems are then exploited to resolve the local un�
certainties and global inconsistencies that occur due to
the lack of accurate� complete� and up�to�date local in�
formation

In �Carver � Lesser ����b� we described the capa�

bilities of the initial implementation of DRESUN� a
testbed for research on distributed situation assess�

�This work was supported by the Department of the
Navy� O	ce of the Chief of Naval Research� under contract
N��������J����� The content of the information does not
necessarily re�ect the position or the policy of the Govern�
ment� and no o	cial endorsement should be inferred�

ment �DSA�� using an FAC approach
 DRESUN
was developed to explore the implications of having
agents with more sophisticated evidential representa�
tions and control capabilities than the agents that were
used in earlier research with the Distributed Vehicle
Monitoring Testbed �DVMT� �Lesser � Corkill �����
Durfee � Lesser �����
 Because of agent limitations�
that research did not adequately address several im�
portant issues that arise when sharing incomplete and
inconsistent information among DSA agents
 Further�
more� overall agent activities were not driven by an ex�
plicit need to produce local solutions that were globally
consistent �let alone globally optimal�


This paper reports on extensions to the ini�
tial DRESUN testbed� related to modeling the be�
liefsevidence of other agents
 The basic DRESUN
architecture provides a good basis for an FAC ap�
proach because inter�agent subproblem interactions are
explicitly represented and used to drive problem solv�
ing
 However� our experiments showed that extensions
to the model of external evidence� were necessary to
make the most e�ective use of inter�agent communi�
cation of incomplete and con�icting evidence� and ev�
idence at multiple levels of abstraction
 The focus of
these extensions has been on representing the uncer�
tainties that occur when DRESUN agents exchange
such information� determining precisely what informa�
tion is needed to resolve global inconsistencies� and
providing the ability to reformulate hypotheses to e��
ciently pursue alternative interpretations

These issues are very important in FAC systems

because agents must share results in order to satisfy
their local goals as well as the overall system goals


�Situation assessment involves the fusion of sensor data�
intelligence information� and so forth� and the interpreta�
tion of this information to produce a high�level description
of the situation in the environment�

�In a DSA framework� results from another agent neces�
sarily produces evidence as an integral part of the process
of using the information�e�g�� checking whether the infor�
mation is consistent or inconsistent with the local interpre�
tations� Evidence based on information shared by another
agent is referred to as external evidence�



To resolve data uncertainties� an agent must be able
to evaluate whether other agents� results are consis�
tent or inconsistent with its own results� and inte�
grate these other agents� results to revise and extend
its local partial results �Lesser � Corkill �����
 A
key assumption of the FAC approach is that agents
can do this without �excessive� communication among
the agents
� However� DSA tasks can present several
sources of di�culty for e�cient results sharing� agents�
local data may lead to solutions that are globally incon�
sistent� agent beliefsresults are uncertain and impre�
cise� results �e
g
� interpretations� are complex struc�
tures� and beliefs are constantly being revised due to
new data and further processing

The scenario in Figure � is an example of a dis�

tributed vehicle monitoring situation in which local
solutions are inconsistent and extended agent interac�
tions are necessary to resolve the inconsistency
 We
will use this example to introduce some key issues in re�
sults sharing� and we will return to it in more detail in
the Resolving Global Inconsistency Section� to explore
the representation of external evidence in DRESUN

In the example� processing of only their own local

data would cause agent A and agent B to form the
track hypotheses Ta and Tb� respectively
 Because the
tracks extend through an area of overlapping interest�
the agents can recognize that they must communicate
to verify the global consistency of their local interpre�
tations
 These tracks are inconsistent since they imply
that either a single vehicle is in di�erent places at the
same time or else two vehicles are in the same place
at the same time
 One important thing to note here
is that while exchanging abstract results �the track
hypotheses without their supporting evidential struc�
tures� allows the inconsistency to be detected� this level
of information is not su�cient to allow the inconsis�
tency to be resolved �i
e
� there remains uncertainty
about the correct global interpretation�
 This is be�
cause neither Ta nor Tb is signi�cantly more likely than
the other since each includes some good quality data
and some poor quality data
 �Even when partial re�
sults are �consistent�� uncertainties may result when

�Another current research direction of ours is formal
analysis of the FA�C model in terms of the domain char�
acteristics necessary for the approach to be e
ective and
the quality of solutions that can be produced�see �Carver
� Lesser ���� Carver ������ For instance� e
ective FA�C
problem solving requires one or more of the following� ���
only a subset of each agent�s subproblems interact with
those of other agents� ��� it can be determined what lo�
cal data�abstractions are relevant to which other agents�
��� data abstractions �i�e�� the tentative� partial results�
can substitute for the raw data in determining the global
consistency and likelihood of local solutions� If these con�
ditions are not satis�ed then a centralized approach may
have better performance �though a distributed approach
may still be preferred due to factors like tighter coupling of
the processor and sensor� or increased reliability and grace�
ful performance degradation��

only abstractions are exchanged�see the Representing
External Evidence Section
�
Resolving the inconsistency in favor of the most

likely global interpretation requires an understanding
of the level of belief provided by data supporting the
di�erent portions of each track
 In other words� more
detailed information about the interpretation hypothe�
ses is required
 One way to insure that agents have
all the necessary information would be to always com�
municate the complete evidential structure associated
with the hypotheses
 However� because this structure
can be very complex� communication and processing
limitations will typically make it impractical to fully
communicate this information
� Furthermore� com�
plete communication is often not necessary
 For in�
stance� we will see that in this example each agent
does not have to have complete� detailed information
about each other�s raw data in order to resolve the
inconsistency

Thus� what is needed is a system with the �exibil�

ity to request or respond with information at di�erent
levels of detail�based on the dynamic problem�solving
requirements�as part of an incremental process of re�
solving inconsistency
 This requires the ability to in�
tegrate incomplete results information� represent the
resulting uncertainty� and use this representation to
drive further actions
 The DRESUN architecture pro�
vides these capabilities

Because of its representation of inconsistency as a

source of uncertainty and its emphasis on directed in�
teractions to resolve inconsistency� DRESUN di�ers
from most DAI work dealing with the global consis�
tency of local agent beliefs
 This work �e
g
� �Courand
����� Huhns � Bridgeland ������ has largely focused
on methods for automatically maintaining �some par�
ticular level of� consistency and has used justi�cation�
based representations of belief �e
g
� TMSs�
 DRESUN
does not automatically enforce complete consistency
because this can be very expensive both in terms of
communication and computation� and it is usually not
necessary
 DRESUN uses an evidential �partial beliefs�
representation rather than a justi�cation�based repre�
sentation of its beliefs because virtually all evidence
and hypotheses in a DSA system are uncertain

The next section reviews the DRESUN architecture�

in which agent interactions are driven by the need to re�
solve uncertainty about the global consistency of local
solutions
 This is followed by a section that examines
some of the issues that have arisen in representating ex�
ternal evidence in DRESUN
 The example introduced
in this section is then explored in more detail� and the
paper concludes with a brief summary and a discussion

�The example shown here is simpli�ed to allow us to
focus on our main points� It shows only a small fraction
of the data that would be faced by most real�world DSA
systems� and it does not show the numerous alternative
interpretation hypotheses that would be interrelated with
any solution hypotheses�
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Figure �� An example of inconsistent local interpretations

The application is vehicle monitoring� Agent A and Agent B receive data only from their own individual sensors� whose
coverage regions overlap� Agent A�s data is represented by squares and agent B�s by circles� with positions as indicated at
the times denoted by the associated numbers� The grey density of the data points corresponds to the relative �quality� of
the data�i�e�� the a priori likelihood that the data would have resulted from a real vehicle� and the spectral content of the
acoustic signals� �Empty� points denote data whose existence has been assumed by the agents� Based on its own data� each
agent would form the local interpretations shown� agent A would hypothesize vehicle track Ta and agent would hypothesize
vehicle track Tb� Ta covers agent A�s data from times � through ��� and Tb covers agent B�s data from times � through ���
The preferred global interpretation�given a complete view of the data from both agent A and agent B�is Ta�b because it
covers more high quality data than either of the local tracks �the remaining uninterpreted data is due to ghosting phenomena
and may or may not be explicitly interpreted depending on the termination criteria of the system�� Ta�b covers agent B�s
data from times � through � and agent A�s data from times � through �� �it covers both agents� consistent data at times �
and ���

of current research issues


DRESUN

DRESUN agents are RESUN interpretation sys�
tems �Carver � Lesser ����a� Carver � Lesser �����

One of the key ideas in RESUN is the use of sym�
bolic source of uncertainty statements �SOUs� in the
evidence for the interpretation hypotheses
 The SOUs
allow agents to understand the reasons why their hy�
potheses are uncertain and why their termination cri�
teria remain unmet
 RESUN also supports the use of
satis�cing control and heuristically controlled� approx�
imate evaluation of hypothesis belief to deal with the
computational complexity of DSA problems �Carver �
Lesser �����

In an FAC system� there must be some mechanism

to drive the exchange of results among the agents so
that incorrect and inconsistent local solutions can be
detected and dealt with
 Ideally� this would be ac�
complished with a mechanism that allows agents to
understand where there are constraints among their
subproblems� so that information interchange could
be highly directed
 DRESUN provides just this ca�
pability for DSA applications
 DRESUN agents create
global consistency SOUs whenever it is determined that
a local hypothesis can obtain evidence from another
agent�i
e
� whenever a subproblem interaction �con�

straint� is detected
 These SOUs are viewed as sources
of uncertainty about the correctness of an agent�s local
solution because they represent unresolved questions
about the global consistency of the solution
 Exam�
ples of situations involving each of the global consis�
tency SOUs are shown in Figure �

DRESUN�s global consistency SOUs make explicit

the possible interrelationships between agents� local
subproblems� and provide an integrated view �in con�
junction with the standard RESUN SOUs� of both the
local and global problem�solving goals� which drive
agent control decisions
 Thus in DRESUN� agents
exchange results based on the goal of insuring the
global consistency of their local solutions
 So far�
though� we have not discussed what �resolving� a
global SOU means
 Resolution of a global SOU in�
volves exchanging information among the associated
agents so as to e�ectively propagate evidence between
their hypothesis�evidence networks
� An example of
the resolution of a global SOU is shown in Figure �

Resolution of global SOUs is analogous to �intra�agent�
evidence propagation� and as with evidence propaga�
tion there are a range of strategies that may be used
to determine which global SOUs to pursue and how

�While there are signi�cant di
erences between these
networks and Bayesian or belief nets� for our purpose here
the reader can consider them to be similar�
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Figure �� Examples of the global consistency SOUs for vehicle monitoring

There are three types of global consistency interactions in sensor interpretation problems� interpretations in regions of
overlapping interest among agents must be consistent� �continuous� hypotheses �e�g�� vehicle tracks� that would extend
into other agents� areas must have consistent external extensions� and hypotheses that require evidence that could be in
another agent�s area �e�g�� the source for a ghost track hypothesis� must have appropriate external evidence� Instances
of these situations can be detected given the domain model and knowledge of the organization of agent interest areas�
DRESUN uses three global consistency SOUs to denote instances of these global interactions� consistent�overlapping�model�
consistent�global�extension� and consistent�global�evidence�

completely to propagate their e�ects
 We will not
explore the issues involved in these choices here� but
see �Carver � Lesser �����


Representing External Evidence

The DRESUN architecture provides the basis for ef�
fective FAC problem solving because it explicitly rep�
resents the inter�agent subproblems interactions and
uses this information to drive the exchange of partial
results among the agents
 However� our initial experi�
mentation with DRESUN found that there were some
restrictions on the coordination strategies that could
be supported because of an inability to represent the
uncertainties that arise when using incomplete results
information and results information at multiple levels
of abstraction
 This section will try to make clear the
di�erences between representing local evidence and ex�
ternal evidence� by focusing on the problems that arise
when evaluating the e�ect of �both consistent and in�
consistent� incomplete external evidence

First� we must make the concept of global consis�

tencyinconsistency more precise
 In interpretation
problems� data and hypotheses� are consistent if they
can be merged into a single valid interpretation hy�
pothesis or if they relate only to completely indepen�
dent top�level hypotheses
 For example� two vehicle
track hypotheses that overlap in time are consistent
if their �imprecise� vehicle type parameters are con�
sistent� if their �imprecise� positions intersect at the
overlapping times� and if their positions for the non�
overlapping times are consistent with vehicle move�

�When we talk about �hypotheses� in this paper� we are
really referring to what are called hypothesis extensions in
RESUN�DRESUN �Carver � Lesser ����a��

ment constraints
 Consistency checking is straightfor�
ward in DRESUN
�

When consistent local hypotheses are merged� agents
have all the evidence necessary to construct a complete
new hypothesis
 For example� in the consistent local
evidence example in Figure �� the supporting data of
T� and T� can be used to create a new hypothesis T�

Now� consider the case in which T� is an external hy�
pothesis� and the local agent does not have �immedi�
ate access to� any of T��s supporting evidence
 In this
case� the local agent can also create a new hypothe�
sis T�� which has the same attributes �e
g
� positions
and vehicle ID� as the T� created in the local evidence
case
 However� without access to the evidence for the
external T�� the belief in this T� cannot be properly
evaluated
 Evaluating the belief in T� requires knowl�
edge of the quality of the data for each of supporting
vehicle positions� but all the local agent has access to
is the overall belief in T��which depends on the qual�
ity of the data from the overlapping positions as well
as the positions that extended T�
 While the belief
in T� might be estimated from this evidence �assum�
ing� for instance� that T��s overlap data is of about the
same quality as T��s�� the resulting belief rating will be
uncertain

One of the characteristics that makes sensor inter�

pretation di�cult is that inconsistency �i
e
� alternative
interpretations of the data� leads to complex eviden�
tialbelief interrelationships among hypotheses
 In the

�DRESUN requires that hypotheses have su	cient at�
tributes to be able to judge the consistency of new evidence
without having to have access to all the existing evidence
for the hypotheses� Thus� the consistency of two track hy�
potheses can be judged without requiring access to their
supporting evidence�
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Figure �� An example of the resolution of a global consistency SOU

When there is a consistent explanation in the external agent� resolution of the global SOU associated with h

�
� results in the

creation of a merged hypothesis as a new alternative explanation in each agent� When the local hypothesis is inconsistent
with hypotheses in the external agent� new alternatives may be created �as shown here�� When the local hypothesis is
inconsistent with the data in the external agent� new evidential links are created to represent the contradictory evidence�

case of only local evidence� these relationships can at
least be properly evaluated
 For example� in the in�
consistent local evidence example in Figure �� suppose
that T� and T�� overlap at V� and V�� but are inconsis�
tent
 The inconsistency is recognized because T� and
T�� are alternative explanations for the shared V� and
V� support� which allows the negative evidential rela�
tionship between T� and T�� to be evaluated properly


Now� consider the case in which T� and T�� are in�
consistent� but T�� is an external hypothesis
 It is still
straightforward to detect the inconsistency
 However�
because the local agent does not have any of T�� �s sup�
porting evidence� this inconsistency can be represented
only as negative evidence for T��which again makes
it impossible to precisely evaluate the belief in T�

First� the e�ect that alternative interpretations have
on each other�s belief depends on the relative belief of
the shared and non�shared portions
 For instance� if
the belief in T�� is largely due to the quality of the
overlap data� then T�� does not represent strong be�
lief against T�
 Second� evidential propagation now
does not automatically re�ect correct beliefs if there
are other interrelated hypotheses
 Suppose� for exam�
ple� that there are additional local hypotheses that are
inconsistent with T� �because they are alternative ex�
planations for some of T��s support�
 These hypotheses
may also be inconsistent with the external T�� � or they
may be consistent with it
 Unless these relationships
are explicitly examined� this will lead to additional un�
certainty in the belief in T�


This brief example shows that communication of ab�
stract� incomplete hypothesis information can lead to

uncertainty about the e�ect of external evidence on
local hypotheses
 Communicating incomplete informa�
tion can still be useful� however
 In some situations the
uncertainty may not be critical to resolve� and if it is� it
may be able to be used to guide further communcation

We have addressed this and a number of other repre�
sentation issues in our extensions to DRESUN
 Several
of these extensions will be described in the example in
the next section
 As part of our extension of the model
of external evidence� we have given DRESUN agents
the ability to�
� link multiple views of a hypothesis based on external
evidence at di�erent levels of abstraction�

� link multiple hypothesis extensions that are being
used in alternative local interpretations �e
g
� di�er�
ent portions of a single external vehicle track hy�
pothesis��

� locally create alternative versions of external hy�
potheses based on incomplete information and rep�
resent the resulting uncertainties�

� reformulate hypotheses for more e�cient exploration
and representation of alternatives�

� communicate back results of integrating information
that was sent by another agent�

� avoid circular reasoning when exchanging evidence
among agents�

� identify when shared information should be updated


Resolving Global Inconsistency�
An Example

In this section� we will return to the example of Fig�
ure �
 Our purpose will be to show how DRESUN�s
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Figure �� Examples of the di�erences in representing local and external evidence


extended representation of external evidence provides
the �exibility to be very e�cient about the information
that must be communicated among agents to resolve
global inconsistencies
 For the purpose of our presen�
tation� we will assume that agent A and agent B have
already formed their local track hypotheses �Ta and Tb�
that extend through the overlap region
 This results
in consistent�overlapping�model SOUs being posted in
each agent�s PS�Model
 We also will assume that these
SOUs are not pursued until some level of con�dence in
the track hypotheses is reached �based on the local ev�
idence�� and that agent A is the �rst to communicate
about its SOU


When agent A starts initiates a dialog �with agent
B� to resolve its �overlap� SOU� there are two options
depending on whether agent A thinks the bulk of the
processing to check consistency should be done by itself
or by agent B� it could request agent B to send its best
interpretations that cover the overlap region and then
check consistency itself or it could send track Ta to
agent B and let that agent check consistency
 Likewise�
if agent A chooses to send Ta it has several options in
terms of the amount of detail it sends about Ta� or if
agent B is requested to send back its interpretations
it has several representation options
 Here� we make
the assumption that agent A will handle consistency
checking and that potential solutions will initially be
communicated at their most abstract level� sending
only the attributes and degree of belief in the most
likely top�level� track hypotheses


Given these decisions� agent A requests that agent

B send it any relevant potential solutions and agent B
responds with track Tb
 Agent A �nds that track Tb

is inconsistent with its own track Ta since the tracks
overlap but cannot be merged
 Because Tb is inconsis�
tent with Ta� negative external evidence is created for
Ta
 This is the second stage of agent A�s representation
shown in Figure �
 The creation of this negative ex�
ternal evidence will cause a global�inconsistency SOU
to be added to agent A�s PS�Model
 Whether or not
this �inconsistency� SOU results in further communi�
cation or other processing depends on several factors�
including� the original belief in Ta� the uncertainty
about the magnitude of the �negative� e�ect that Tb
has on Ta due to incomplete information about the
external hypothesis �as described in the Representing
External Evidence Section�� the ability of agent A to
pursue other sources of uncertainty in Ta �to locally
resolve the uncertainty in Ta�� the general classes of
uncertainty a�ecting other hypotheses� the global con�
sistency termination criteria� and so on


Assuming that the agent chooses to pursue the �in�
consistency� SOU� it �rst identi�es plans that are rel�
evant to resolving the SOU
 One plan that we have
developed for resolving a global�inconsistency SOU is
applicable only when the inconsistency involves track
hypotheses that are partially consistent
 This plan at�
tempts to construct a new extension of the local track
that is consistent with a portion of the external ev�
idence
 Exactly which of the possible alternatives it
initially chooses to create depends on the information
it has about the relative credibility of the various por�
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Figure �� Agent A�s evolving representation of evidence for the example


tions of the inconsistent tracks
 Here� agent A knows
about the credibility of portions of only its own track
Ta� the support from times � through �� is quite strong
and that from times � through � is weak �see Figure ��

Starting with the consistent portion of Ta at times �
and �� and the better supported portion from times
� through ��� agent A decides to create a new track
extension using local evidence from times � through
��

In the third stage of Figure �� agent A has created

track Ta�b based on Ta������ �one of the intermediate
extensions of Ta� and Tb�����
 Tb����� is an interme�
diate extension of the external track Tb that has been
locally hypothesized by agent A�i
e
� agent A has cre�
ated this extension without knowing whether agent B
has a representation of this version of Tb and without
knowing the degree of belief in this portion of Tb


	 Be�
cause agent A lacks both the supporting evidence and

	Agent B may or may not have created this particular
extension depending on how it gathered the evidence to
construct Tb��� ���� Agent B may have to reformulate its
view of Tb in order to create Tb��� ���

the overall belief rating for Tb�� � ��� there is consid�
erable uncertainty about the belief rating for Ta�b �re�
member� it has only the overall rating for Tb��� ����

The reasons for its uncertainty are represented by an
SOU that is posted with Ta�b

Assuming that agent A decides to pursue Ta�b fur�

ther� since it is a credible globally consistent solution�
this SOU drives the selection of a plan that requests
agent B to communicate the support belief summaries
for Tb��� ��

 When the requested information is re�
ceived� it is integrated into agent A�s incomplete rep�
resentations of Tb�� � �� and Ta�b
 The result of this
process is shown in the �nal stage of Figure �
 With
this level of information� agent A can evaluate the like�
lihood of Ta�b �given the evidence gathered so far by
itself and agent B�
 Depending on the results of this
evaluation and the termination criteria� agent A may
then consider Ta�b to be a �likely� solution or to not be
a solution� or it may need to try to gather additional


This information is provided in our application by the
belief ratings at the vehicle �position� level and in the
uncertain�support SOUs at the track level�



evidence to resolve the remaining uncertainty

This example shows how DRESUN agents can carry

on dialogs in order to resolve global inconsistencies
 It
also shows that these dialogs can be directed� using
information at appropriate levels of detail� in order to
limit the amount of information that must be com�
municated �and integrated�
 In this example� agent
A does not have to have complete knowledge of Tb�s
supporting evidential structure or its raw data
 All
that is needed is information about the �quality� of
the data sets supporting Tb
 In fact� because agent A
was able to to construct alternative hypotheses based
on its local data and an incomplete view of Tb� it was
able to limit the information it required to just a por�
tion of Tb�s support
 The �exibility to do this sort of
local processing is possible because DRESUN agents
represent the uncertainty that results from the use of
incomplete external evidence


Conclusions
In this paper� we have discussed some of the issues
that can arise in a DSA system when sharing incom�
plete or inconsistent information� or information at
di�erent levels of detail
 These are important issues
since the sharing of partial results is a critical element
of an FAC approach to distributed problem solving

We have also shown how the agent architecture of the
DRESUN testbed has been extended to give the agents
the �exibility to communicate information in a very di�
rected manner
 These extensions have focused on rep�
resenting the uncertainties that occur when DRESUN
agents exchange incomplete information� determining
precisely what information is needed to resolve global
inconsistencies� and reformulating hypotheses to more
e�ciently pursue alternative interpretations

Because DRESUN supports a range of methods for

resolving interpretation uncertainty and global incon�
sistency� coordination strategies must consider a va�
riety of questions about whetherwhenhow to pursue
interpretations and SOUs �the example in the previous
section mentioned a number of options faced by the
agents�
 We are pursuing both analytical and experi�
mental approaches to determine appropriate coordina�
tion strategies �Decker � Lesser ������ are analyzing
the quality of solutions that can be produced by FAC�
based DSA systems �Carver � Lesser ������ and are
developing methods for analyzing the inherent com�
plexity of interpretation scenarios �Whitehair � Lesser
�����
 Since it is di�cult to evaluate a framework in�
dependently of the strategies that are encoded within
it� the development of suitable coordination strategies
is a major focus of our current research
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